Trump v Mail Carriers  17 pages of Trump v mail carriers cartoons. We could not find any favoring President Trump’s position on the mail.  August 27, 2020
CANCELED:

TRUMP 2020
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THAT'S THE THING ABOUT VOTING BY MAIL—IT'S OPEN TO TAMPERING BY BAD GUYS!!

BUT WHAT COULD POSSIBLY GO WRONG?
FIRST, I’LL ANNOUNCE THAT I CAN STOP MAIL-IN VOTING BY
WITHHOLDING MONEY FOR THE POST OFFICE. THEN I
’LL SAY THE ELECTION WAS RIGGED IF I Loose.

SERIOUSLY?

WARNING! WARNING! THIS IS NOT A PARODY! REPEAT...THIS IS NOT A PARODY!
POST OFFICE DELAYS WON'T CONCERN US...

WE CAN HAVE AIR FORCE ONE FLY THEM DOWN.

FLORIDA ABSENTEE BALLOT

LOUIS DEJOY INTRODUCES THE USPS' STREAMLINED SORTING
I remember when our biggest threat was just an angry dog!

Neither snow, nor rain, nor heat, nor gloom of night will keep me from stealing this election!
We'll have it back up and running in no time!

Heh-heh

Mail-in ballots

I've decided to pause until after the election...

Trump Postmaster
AGENT TRUMP,
YOUR MISSION IS TO ATTACK YOUR POSTAL SERVICE AND SABOTAGE YOUR DEMOCRACY.

Yes, DR. EVIL.

COLLUSION GONE POSTAL
MR. PRESIDENT, WHY IS THE POSTAL SERVICE DRIVING OUT GOOD PEOPLE, FAILING TO DELIVER ON PROMISED BENCHMARKS, OFFERING POOR SERVICE, ChaOTICALLY MANAGED AND VIRTUALLY BANKRUPT?

WELL, I PROMISED TO RUN GOVERNMENT LIKE ONE OF MY BUSINESSES...
I replaced all the **mail sorting machines** with wood chippers, streamlining the process of stealing the election.

---

Wait, guys. Don't bother him until after election day.
It Turns Out Treasury Secretary Mnuchin Was the Brains Behind Politicizing the Post Office Cuts

NOW, NOW, WE HAVE TO SAVE MONEY, DON'T WE?
ONE DAY, IT WILL MAGICALLY DISAPPEAR! IT WILL JUST GO AWAY... AS ALL THINGS DO!

BUT WE NEED AN ACTUAL COVID-19 PLAN, SIR!

I WAS TALKING ABOUT THE MAIL!

TRUMP WON'T REMOVE THAT ONE BECAUSE SOMEBODY PUT A CONFEDERATE GENERAL ON IT...
FOREVER STAMP

NEVER STAMP
Another HALF-BAKED CONSPIRACY...

Sorry about the delay
The Postmaster always gives twice.

Strawman contribution scheme

GOP